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Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 10 minutes ago 

The "favorite quotes" discussion has been a surprise and great fun. 

I'll sign out with three from my "research area," popular-culture portrayals of newspaper reporters. (I

was one -- back when Christopher Reeve first put a PRESS card in his hat as Clark Kent.) 

-----------------

From Jack Webb's "-30-" (1959)

William Conrad (as city editor, to young reporter considering leaving); literally cue the violins at "It's

got print on it...":

"You know what people use these for? 

"They roll them up and swat their puppies for wetting on the rug; they spread them on the floor when

they're painting the walls; they wrap fish in them, shred them up and pack their two-bit china in them

when they move, or else they pile up in the garage until an inspector declares them a fire hazard. 

"But this also happens to be a couple of more things.

"It's got print on it that tells stories that hundreds of good men all over the world have broken their

backs to get. 

"It gives a lot of information to a lot of people who wouldn't have known about it if we hadn't taken the

trouble to tell them. 

"It's the sum total of the work of a lot of guys who don't quit. It's a newspaper, that's all. 

"And it only costs 10 cents, that's all. But if you only read the comic section or the want ads, it's still

the best buy for your money in the world."

-----------------

Humphrey Bogart as editor in "Deadline U.S.A." (1952) to young man looking for a job, after asking

him why journalism is a profession although it doesn't required graduate training or licensing like law

or medicine:

"A profession is a performance for public good. 

That's why newspaper work is a profession...

About this wanting to be a reporter, don't ever change your mind. 
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Posted in Five weeks went so quickly - THANK YOU

It may not be the oldest profession, but it's the best."

--------------

Jackie Cooper as Perry White, editor of the Daily Planet, to Lois Lane in "Superman, the Movie"

(1978):

"Lois... Clark Kent may seem like just a mild-mannered reporter, but listen -- not only does he know

how to treat his editor in chief with the proper respect, not only does he have a snappy punch  prose

style, but he is in my 40 years in this business the fastest typist I've ever seen!"

-------------

By the way, if you're not following the "five weeks" thread, some folks over there are organizing a film-

discussion forum to continue after the close of our course:

https://class.coursera.org/marriageandmovies-001/forum/thread?thread_id=211

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 4 days ago 

Hi Ann & friends,

Summer running around, followed by prepping to teach a new live -on-campus course, -- followed by

teaching the thing and trying to finish my book -- all will probably keep me from being an active part of

the discussion site or writing for Ann's newsletter or sites other than my own, and maybe a couple of

academic peer-reviewed journals.  .. 

So I'll abstain from voting. The main participants should pick whichever systems look good to them (or

that they already have experience with) and have fun.

( Yahoo groups is what I've used most. But If I thought I'd be able to get involved, I'd be happy with

whatever the group picked. In 35 years "online" I've adapted to more new  mailing lists,  bulletin

boards, conferencing systems and forums than I can remember! )

 Best wishes,

Bob

PS Are those of you interested in screen writing familiar with blcklst? I just stumbled on it last night. It

also has a forum.

http://theblackboard.blcklst.com/

http://blcklst.com/
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Posted in Five weeks went so quickly - THANK YOU

Posted in Five weeks went so quickly - THANK YOU

Posted in Five weeks went so quickly - THANK YOU

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 4 days ago 

Another film-discussion resource...  too big for me to spend much time with on this smartphone, and

probably not what this group is after -- but the U.K. based film fan mag Empire hosts a huge forum-

network. It has 39 forums, including favorites,  classics, dvds, etc.

Blurb:

"667454 Registered users have made 3177034 posts in 39 forums. There are currently 97711 topics."

www.empireonline.com

www.empireonline.com/forum

Classics subforum

www.empireonline.com/forum/tm.asp?m=86121

Looks like conversation can go on for years. Here's "Brief Encounter," with less depth and

participation than I expected for seven year old topic

www.empireonline.com/forum/tm.asp?m=3432

www.empireonline.com/forum/faq.asp

Bob in SW Va.

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 5 days ago 

Also, has

anyone used this? 

http://www.empireonline.com/forum/

I have not, & I am on a smartphone right now which doesn't give me much detail (Late night; tired

eyes, small type) 

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 5 days ago 

how about groups.yahoo com? 

There are already film forums there, but creating  a new one should be easy. (Disclaimer --i haven't

been using the latest version recently, but groups I joined 10 years ago are still there. )

The Old Time Radio Researchers group started there and recently tried switching to a self - hosted

phpbbs, which i found clumsy but useable. However,  they went back to groups.yahoo.com

apparently because of phpbbs  administrative hassles.
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Posted in Five weeks went so quickly - THANK YOU

Posted in Some examples of marriages movies

The bonus with Yahoo is flexibility -- you can read messages at Yahoo or as a mailing list or as a daily

or weekly archive of messages to the list.

 

(I created  a Yahoo email address, which i don't use for anything else, but you can also use your other

email with Yahoo)

Regards, 

Bob

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 6 days ago 

l will not have much time to participate actively, but would love to know where the conversation

continues. Email bob@stepno.com

I write mostly about radio drama (at http://jheroes.com), with some film crossover,  and about online

courses, journalism & education at http://stepno.wordpress.com

I'll be travelling in the summer and probably teaching news reporting in the fall.(on campus, not online.

-- although that's an interesting concept)  And updating too many websites linked to stepno.com

Favorite old movie blog is by a young newspaper reporter in North Carolina

http://cometoverhollywood.com/

I also follow the author at

http://twitter.com/Hollywoodcomet

I'm @bobstep on Twitter, resist Facebook, and have stepno.com as a personal hub. 

Actually, searching Twitter for "film" "classic film" or "movies" turns up many interesting folks -- pro,

am, and academic.

Best summer wishes. 

Bob in sw Virginia

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 7 days ago 

I'm not familiar with Vic and Sarah, but, coincidentally, there was a classic 1930s and '40s domestic

comedy radio soap opera in the U.S. called "Vic and Sade," written by Paul Rhymer, and still popular

with fans today for its offbeat characters, odd situations and quirky sense of humor -- a half- century

before Seinfeld.

Http://vicandsade.net

Http://vicandsade.blogspot.com
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Posted in What are some favorite lines in movies ?

Posted in The OWI: Use of Hollywood for Propaganda

Some terrific radio writing also went into other married-couple comedies,  including those written by

(and co-starring) Goodman Ace 

Http://jheroes.com/comedies/easy-aces/

 ... and Peg Lynch, who is in the process of reissuing her shows' broadcast archives in commercial

CD form. I did get to write about a few episodes from my "portrayals of journalists" angle. 

Http://jheroes.com/comedies/the-couple-next-door/

In fact, someone could come up with quite a book about "the history of marriage in radio dramatic

series." It  could range from those daytime soaps to evening dramas like "The Halls of Ivy" (with

Ronald and Benita Coleman as a college president and his actress wife) -- as well as real-life-couple

talk shows, like "Breakfast with Dorothy and Dick." (Newspaper columnist Dorothy Kilgallen and

Broadway actor-producer Richard Kollmar.) 

If only the subject had its own Jeanine Basinger!

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 14 days ago 

On the subject of falling in love with the movies...

From "Purple Rose of Cairo," Mia Farrow as Cecilia: 

"I just met a wonderful new man. He's fictional, but you can't have everything."

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 14 days ago 

Thanks for sharing those thoughts and links!

I've been listening to a lot of 1940s radio shows for my http://jheroes.com project, which has sent me

looking into OWI's influence there, too. It's hard to sort out the "natural patriotism" from the

"government messages." Some of the "Since You Went Away" homefront issues were echoed on the

air frequently. With this course wrapping, there probably won't be much discussion here, so I'll just

pass on a bunch of my bookmark list's "for further research" links -- not all of which I've spent much

time with, but a bit more focused than a Google "feel lucky" search: 

On June 12 we can wish OWI a happy birthday, as we are reminded in this Library of Congress

feature, apparently aimed at school-age

visitors: http://www.americaslibrary.gov/jb/wwii/jb_wwii_owi_1.html

The National Archives have a more serious collection of research materials, including a fascinating (if

not up-to-present-day) list of "bureaus" and "successor agencies":

http://www.archives.gov/research/guide-fed-records/groups/208.html

PBS has this website from its war series: 

http://www.pbs.org/thewar/at_home_communication_propaganda.htm 
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Posted in Want more of Jeanine Basinger?

Posted in Thank you and "The Philadelphia Story"

The encyclopedia.jrank.org site has a series of articles on OWI and the Production Code Association -

- see additional links at the bottom of this "conclusion" page:

http://encyclopedia.jrank.org/articles/pages/2932/Regulating-the-Screen-The-Office-of-War-

Informatio...

Finally, related World War II issues came up last fall in the online and print discussions of David

Denby's book review column in the New Yorker, as well as the books themselves:

http://www.newyorker.com/arts/critics/books/2013/09/16/130916crbo_books_denby?

currentPage=all

http://www.newyorker.com/online/blogs/culture/2013/09/how-could-harvard-have-published-ben-

urwands-t...

Best summer wishes,

Bob in southwestern Virginia

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 14 days ago 

Having stumbled on the fact that a couple of DVDs I own have commentary tracks by Professor

Basinger, I did a quick Worldcat.org catalog search...

It found 57 DVDs whose catalog records mention her name:

http://www.worldcat.org/search?qt=worldcat_org_dvv&q=jeanine+basinger&fq=fm%3Advv

Some of these DVDs have full commentary audio tracks by Jeanine; others may include "making of..."

documentaries that interview her, among others. You have to read the details of the Worldcat record

to figure out which is which.

Searching Worldcat for her name also finds more than 40 books and more than 40 articles by our

amazingly prolific professor!

http://www.worldcat.org/search?q=jeanine+basinger&&dblist=638&fq=#x0%253Aartchap-

%2C%2528x0%253Aartc...

best summer wishes to her and to all of you,

Bob in southwestern Virginia

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 14 days ago 

Coincidentally -- or not -- Professor Basinger provided an excellent scene-by-scene audio
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Posted in Thank You Professor Basinger

commentary track for a "Philadelphia Story" DVD release.

AND I've just discovered that her audio track is now part of both the single-film "the Philadelphia

Story" DVD ISBN 0-7806-6418-3 and the four-film, two-double-sided-disc set TCM Greatest Classic

Films: Romantic Comedies collection (ISBN 1-4198-7688-0) with "Adam's Rib," "Woman of the Year"

and "Bringing Up Baby" -- which I just bought to add "Woman of the Year" to my collection of films

with newspaper-reporter characters, as well as to watch "Adam's Rib" for this class.

Too bad Warner Home Video or TCM didn't get her to provide similar commentary on the Hepburn-

Tracy films! (Peter Bogdanovich -- no slouch himself -- provides comments on "Bringing Up Baby.")

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 14 days ago 

Antoinette,

Coincidental to your mentioning "Meet Me in St. Louis," Professor Basinger's colleague (at Wesleyan

and on Coursera), Scott Higgins, used a the "Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas" scene from that

film as a demonstration of Wesleyan's approach to film studies and preserved it in a blog entry here:

http://shiggins.blogs.wesleyan.edu/2012/01/04/a-moment-of-cinema/

Higgins, who has written a book about Technicolor and teaches "The Language of Hollywood: Sound

and Color" on Coursera, mentions a colorful "Meet Me in St. Louis" scene (the “Skip to My Lou”

dance) here:

http://shiggins.blogs.wesleyan.edu/2011/03/04/looking-with-arnheim/
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Posted in Some examples of marriages movies

Best summer wishes,

Bob in southwestern Virginia

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 17 days ago 

Anon, I think you're talking about "I was a male war bride." Is that it?

"I Was a Male War Bride"

http://imdb.com/rg/an_share/title/title/tt0041498/

(I love the fact that IMDB.COM.com can be searched by actor, then you can see that person's full

filmography by date)

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 17 days ago 

Note: The male lead in "Over 21" is Alexander Knox, also entirely off my radar...

Http://imdb.com/name/nm0461594/?ref_=m_tt_cl_i2
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Posted in Some examples of marriages movies

Posted in Some examples of marriages movies

Posted in Cross-cultural Ramayana Marriage Movie: Sita Sings the Blues

...but he was well reviewed in starring role as president in "Wilson" the previous year! 

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 17 days ago 

Thanks a million for this, Leticia!  I'm a fan of movies and radio dramas (i.e., my

http://jheroes.com project) that featured newspaper-journalist characters, and the husband here is an

editor joining the service. I'd never heard of the film, although Irene Dunne keeps popping up in my

research. 

"Over 21" (1945)

http://imdb.com/rg/an_share/title/title/tt0037966/

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 17 days ago 

 Perhaps better late than never,  I started a separate forum heading for "Sita sings the blues,"  a free

animated feature that I'd forgotten to mention here earlier. 

https://class.coursera.org/marriageandmovies-001/forum/thread?thread_id=218

At this point in the semester I'm afraid the discussion won't go far, but the film is an (I think)

fascinating digital mashup of three in some ways similar marriage stories: an ancient Indian text,

Annette Hanshaw's 1920s jazz vocals, and the "heartburn" of the filmmaker's own marriage. 

Grab or stream a copy to watch at your leisure...

Best summer wishes, 

Bob

 ...in the Blue Ridge Mountains of Virginia

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 18 days ago 

I wish I'd mentioned this film in the original "Is this a 'marriage movie'?" discussion, but it completely

slipped my mind until I found myself writing something about copyright rules elsewhere.

But now, between "Heartburn" and "Roses," and some discussion of "good marriage" models from

non-Hollywood cultures, I think this is as good a time as any to watch "Sita Sings the Blues."

Quoting the film's creator's FAQ (emphasis added):

"Sita Sings the Blues is a musical, animated personal interpretation of the Indian epic the

Ramayana. The aspect of the story that I focus on is the relationship between Sita and Rama,

who are gods incarnated as human beings, and even they can't make their marriage work."

I'm also a fan of old 78 rpm blues and jazz records, which the film uses to help tell an ancient story
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Posted in Thank You Professor Basinger

Posted in Five weeks went so quickly - THANK YOU

from India, mixed with a modern "Heartburn"-like story from the Nina Paley's life.

I think it's strange and wonderful as a cross-cultural "mashup."

Alas, some may find it culturally offensive for taking liberties with India's Ramayana, or may disagree

with its creator's (breaking a film & music industry taboo about?) openly criticizing America's Mickey

Mouse copyright law. See the FAQ for some discussion and links.

http://www.sitasingstheblues.com/watch.html

http://www.sitasingstheblues.com

http://www.sitasingstheblues.com/faq.html

archive.org copies and audio interview

The full-length animated feature film is free to download or watch online, and its creator is giving it

away (even in very high-res 4gb format) to raise consciousness of the complexities of doing creative

work under current copyright laws. There is even an index to the song "rights" holders who want to be

paid if you burn DVDs of the movie to sell or give away.

Has anyone in Wesleyan's film program -- or elsewhere -- written about "Sita..." from a "marriage"

perspective? I don't know, and at this point in the "semester" don't have time to go looking. But for all

the reasons above, including spreading around Annette Hanshaw's songs (and how they inspired the

film), I just wanted you all to have an opportunity see Nina Paley's film. I hope you enjoy it.

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 19 days ago 

One last note of thanks to Jeanine and Marc from an aging Wesleyan "fanboy"... with a link I just

discovered at the Wesleyan Film Studies site, in which they give a building tour to prospective on-

campus students:

http://www.wesleyan.edu/filmstudies/prospective/tour.html

(Many more links in the page's sidebar.)

"A moment in cinema" lecture and some other fun things in Scott Higgins' blog, which I hope he'll add

to eventually: 

http://shiggins.blogs.wesleyan.edu/

best summer wishes,

Bob in the Blue Ridge

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 19 days ago 

Agreed! Check out Dr. Dombrowski's book... and Fuller's autobiography. I suspect you've already

seen the Fuller Collection DVD set. My own interest began in a combination of his newspaper career

https://class.coursera.org/marriageandmovies-001/forum/thread?thread_id=41
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https://class.coursera.org/marriageandmovies-001/forum/profile?user_id=4076067
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Posted in Five weeks went so quickly - THANK YOU

Posted in Course Feedback

and his newspaper novel, screenplays and films. (The Dark Page [book], Scandal Sheet, Power of the

Press, Park Row, Shock Corridor etc.)  I wrote a little about Park Row in an unpublished essay and my

mostly-radio-drama blog here:

 http://jheroes.com/at-the-movies/park-row-newspaper-history-on-film/

cheers,

Bob

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 19 days ago 

Likewise... Thanks to Jeanine, Marc, the CTA crew and all students for spirited discussions, new

ideas, and alternate film suggestions. I hope to see you in some future courses... and will watch the

mailbox for "met you at the movies..." wedding invitations. :-)

The Hitchcock idea mentioned here several times would be great, and I'm still crossing my fingers

that Wesleyan's Scott Higgins will be back with "The Language of Hollywood II: Wide Screens &

Special Effects," or "The Saturday Serial," or something. I'd also love to take (or team-teach!) a class

with Wesleyan's Lisa Dombrowski on Samuel Fuller and journalism.

Bob, in the Blue Ridge Mountains of Virginia

(And if that phrase reminds you of a "Trail of the Lonesome Pine..." song, square dance, book or

movie... click here.)

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 19 days ago 

Given some of the "I expected this all to be free" discussion here, I'd suggest revision of the initial

course description the next time this class is offered. I do not think it's unreasonable to expect

students in a free class to pay to buy textbooks or buy or rent films, BUT some hard feelings might be

avoided by saying up front what is truly required and what is optional, and at least acknowledging that

international participants may have extra problems.

Perhaps adding something like this to the course description would avoid misunderstanding: 

Students are expected to view as many of the 10 assigned films as possible. The DVD prices

average $15, at least in the U.S. However, students are not required to buy, rent or even view all

10 films featured in the lectures. Quizzes and exams will be based solely on the lecture videos.

Students may discuss alternate films in the online forums when assigned films are too difficult to

acquire.

I'd also suggest including with the syllabus a list of two or three alternate/recommended films (e.g.,

Dodsworth) for each week, rather than just mentioning them in the lectures -- a bit late to acquire

them through Inter-Library Loan or budget delivery. A few PDF excerpts from the professor's excellent

book might help suggest alternatives. Incidentally, kudos to her and her publisher for keeping the price

of that book under $20 in a day when big publishing-empires charge $100+ for "textbooks." (I was

recently astonished to learn that a former colleague's writing text, to which I contributed a short
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chapter 10 years ago, is selling in its "revised edition" for $160!)  

I'm exceptionally happy that Wesleyan is offering these five-week "samplers" on Coursera for free,

quite a bargain compared to the cost of attending the university!  I just checked -- this semester, an

on-campus three-credit full-term course is $2,640 for credit, $880 to "audit" without credit, according

to this info page at the Graduate Liberal Studies Program. Full-time undergraduate tuition is among

the highest in the nation, although the university does have generous financial aid programs.

Incidentally, this recent (on-campus only) GLSP film/anthropology course looks fascinating: Cinema

and Society Across Cultures

A Coursera version, even a five-week excerpt, would be fascinating... but certainly would require

considerable adaptation and have even more film-access problems than our class based on

Hollywood films.

Back to "Marriage and the Movies." 

This time, the course description page said:
"Students are required to see the assigned films on their own, outside of class. They are readily

available on DVD and can be found at your local library or for rental via NETFLIX or a similar

service. Some of them are available streaming on the internet. All are available for purchase from

AMAZON or another vendor. Students are responsible for locating/obtaining the films and viewing

them each week."

Just saying "students are responsible..." is a bit brusque, and students may read "available streaming"

to mean "for free." Next time, how about avoiding misunderstandings with something like this (a bit

verbose, but editable)?:

"The lectures include film clips and discussion and will be the basis for the final exam and

grading. Students are expected to watch two full-length films a week on their own outside of

class, including as many as possible of the syllabus's 10 assigned films. Students may substitute

related films and discuss them in the course forums. 

"The 10 recommended films are available on DVD (costs average $15 per film) and may be found

at a library or for rental via Netflix or a similar service, at least in the U.S. 

"Some films may be available for rental or free streaming on the Internet, but we do not provide

or allow posting of direct links to full-length copyrighted films. Some films may not be readily

available outside the United States or in non-U.S. DVD region formats. Again, the lecture-

discussion online videos are all that is required to pass the final exam."

Last, but not least, I also would love it if Wesleyan's film program (or Coursera) could come up with a

more permissive "fair use" guide to posting links to services like YouTube or Vimeo -- for instance,

allowing links to trailers or clips of no more than 5 minutes in length to illustrate discussion of a scene,

character or technique. (True, such links do sometimes produce a page sidebar listing possibly-

unauthorized full-length films, but ultimately isn't policing that YouTube's problem, not Coursera's or

Wesleyan's?)

Note: Although identified as a "Community Teaching Assistant," I'm just another student and these are

http://www.wesleyan.edu/masters/tuition/index.html
http://www.wesleyan.edu/finaid/cost.html
http://www.wesleyan.edu/masters/course_listing/course_detail.html?term=1141&cid=SOCS642
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Posted in Heartburn & Nora Ephron

my personal opinions.

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 19 days ago 

I have never read Nora Ephron's semi-autobiographical novel, Heartburn, but just discovered that it

also includes recipes! Alas, I can't cook. She could. It's been a while since I watched the film, and I

had forgotten that her heroine is a food writer, although that's clearly part of the double-entendre title

of the book and film. There must be a master's thesis out there for someone who wants to compare

Heartburn with Ephron's last film, Julie and Julia, also about food-writers and their marriages, also

based on a semi-autobiographical book (Julie's, not Nora's), and also co-starring Meryl Streep (as

Julia, not Julie). 

If you haven't watched the Heartburn film yet, this article from the Washingtonian, written right after

Ephron's death in 2012, will have some spoilers. But it spoils nothing to share this interesting

observation:

"She was only briefly a Washingtonian, but her experience, as unfortunate as it may have been for

her, left us with probably the only real published and cinematic Washington love story, Heartburn.

It had no spies, no world crises, no acts of Congress—only love, betrayal, and heartbreak, set

against a Washington backdrop and communicated with a biting wit." 

Natasha Burton also had an interesting short observation in Huffington Post (same spoiler warning

applies):

"Nora Ephron's 'Heartburn,' How it changed the conversation about divorce"

And Virginia Heffernan did a column for Yahoo that makes a similar point:

"Why Nora Ephron gave us Heartburn"

"For what seemed like most of the 1980s, my mother, just Ephron's age, clutched a paperback

of Heartburn like a pack of cigarettes...." 

Disclaimer: As a briefly married (but almost-painlessly divorced) guy who idolized the real-life

newspaperman Ephron married -- back when Dustin Hoffman played him in All the President's Men -

- I continue to idolize former-newspaperwoman Nora and can't separate her real life from this movie.

It felt like an exercise in getting her anger and sadness out of her system. 

To me, the film's bottom-line message is bittersweet, ultimately not just angry and bitter: Marriage,

lost love, anger, pain and divorce -- all are ultimately survivable. Life can go on -- it may not be easy,

even if you are financially secure enough to be a single mom in New York. Maybe it helps to write a

book and screenplay and let Mike Nichols make a movie about your experience, with Meryl Streep

playing you?  

"They lived 'pretty good' ever after" probably doesn't make for great box office, so let the story end on

the character's decision, her strength, independence and "Itsy bitsy spider" ironic hopefulness. 

Building that last sentence reminded me of what you might call a "modern marriage song" by the the

late, charming folksy songwriter, Bob Blue. His "Ballad of Erica Levine" ends with:

   "And a happy-ever-after life was not the sort they got...

     But they tended to be happy more often than not."
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Posted in Really Enjoying This Course -- Are There Any Other Film Courses Available?

Posted in Compliments to TA Robert Stepno

Posted in Heartburn & Nora Ephron

Posted in Suspicion: The Controversial Ending.

I wouldn't be surprised if he sang "Itsy bitsy spider" too.

Last information-overload-R-us link:  

A 2013 NPR Nora Ephron remembrance by her friend, novelist Meg Wolitzer. You can read the story

on the Web or listen to the NPR recording.

Bob 

in southwest Virginia (far from Washington)

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 19 days ago 

Thanks for the tip! It looks like a good post-Photoshop, visual literacy & photojournalism course with a

few segments about films based on real events, such as Black Hawk Down & Flags of Our Fathers:

https://www.coursera.org/course/lyingcamera

For your watch list: Marriage/Film students, this one might be of interest too, if it is offered again: The

fiction of relationship (not just romance and marriage, but connection to family, people, places &

things.

https://www.coursera.org/course/relationship

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 20 days ago 

Excellent suggestion. We've had so much "anonymous" discussion here that manually adding some

kind of nickname "signature" to your anonymous posts would help readers follow the conversation. I

wish I'd made that suggestion earlier and loudly. Even though CTAs and staff can peek and see which

"anon" is which, I don't do it often. Some of the threads have been confusing.  (I don't remember this

many "anonymous" contributors in my previous courses and am a little curious why. Does "Marriage"

as a topic make people think about privacy issues?) 

I also suspect some folks accidentally hit the "make this post anonymous" checkbox once in a while.

I've done it myself while dragging tiny text windows around on a smartphone. 

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 20 days ago 

Just a quick post from my phone to mention that the announcement of this week's lectures today was

accompanied by a burst of activity on Twitter celebrating Nora Ephron's birthday. 

Check out these search results: https://twitter.com/search?q=nora%20ephron

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 21 days ago 

In some commentary I read or heard that Orson Welles was once considered for the lead, which

would have made for a fascinating comparison with The Stranger, where he IS the charming husband
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Posted in Compliments to TA Robert Stepno

Posted in Are there examples of gay marriage movies and will this course cover the subject?

Posted in Suspicion and Hitchcock

of a wife in total denial of the evidence that he is hiding a great evil. 

http://Imdb.com/title/tt0038991/

I wonder how Grant felt about not being allowed to be a murderer? 

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 21 days ago 

Thanks for the kind words. I'm fairly new to film studies, but enjoy sharing research resources, and

am happy they're proving useful. I've also been trying to suggest alternatives to the kinds of links

Wesleyan/Coursera feels are a legal or ethical liability. 

I'm only sorry that I haven't had more time to browse more forums and be more involved with the

other CTAs -- I've apparently missed some controversy entirely while offline most of last week. I

haven't noticed the deleted posts  mentioned -- presumably because I haven't been in whichever

forum. I'll have more catchup browsing time tomorrow. 

Meanwhile, thanks to Jima for pointing out the "flag" option. I'm not sure what you would flag to

indicate that you felt posts had been deleted inappropriately. Another post in the same thread,

perhaps?

  

Here's  hoping we'll have smooth sailing through the final week with no misdeeds to flag and no

mysterious deletions. 

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 21 days ago 

Sideline: In "Suspicion," the mystery writer's friend who dresses in masculine style apparently raised

some eyebrows. Interesting to see a same-sex couple who are not a sub-plot, just there.

The Image of the Journalist in Popular Culture project http://IJPC.org has a resource section on gay

characterizations, but I don't recall whether any longterm couples are included.

Bob in sw Virginia

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 21 days ago 

Interesting to see a half-dozen crossovers with my "portrayals of journalists in the movies" lists.

(Http://stepno.com/ru/jpop) 

Curious: How does "Gentleman's Agreement" go over with high schoolers? 

For getting youngsters to watch early Hitchcock, I was thinking "The lady vanishes" and "the 39

steps" might still have appeal.  I also wonder about using his original trailers as a prompt, such as the

one for "Suspicion." (It also would be fascinating to compare the reactions of students who were or

weren't already familiar with Cary Grant in romantic or comedy roles.)
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Posted in Suspicion and Hitchcock

Posted in "It's a Wonderful Life" is a Marriage Movie

Speaking of C.G., how about "Bringing Up Baby" as a hook for those who associate b&w with

naptime? 

Along with"Young Frankenstein," I wonder how many high schoolers have seen the original

"Frankenstein," "Bride of..." and, for that matter,  "Dracula," all masterpieces in their own way at what

black and white could do -- although perhaps parodied, quoted and mashed into pop culture too

much tho be instructive. 

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 22 days ago 

A Hitchcock course (or three) would be terrific. .. and could frame a lot of film technique history, social

history,  psychology,  storytelling. .. or other approaches. ..

Is the Mill Creek "Legends Series" low cost "Hitchcock: the legend begins" DVD set available outside

the U.S.? 

I picked it up years ago -- fascinating, if not all great, early films; bargain set with no great restorations

or bonus discussion tracks -- but 

18 films and 2 tv episodes for $10 or less.

Mostly 1926-1936 plus two 24 minute tv episodes

Includes the eventually remade 1934 "the man who knew too much" and 1935 "the 39 steps." Also

"the lady vanishes" and 1936 "secret agent. "

Refreshing my memory from the 4 disc  box's plot summaries: On the "marriage" theme (if not entirely

"marriage movies"),  along with kidnapped-child plot of "Man who knew to much," silent "Easy Virtue"

1926, "The Ring" 1927; "The Farmer's Wife" 1928; "Rich & Strange" 1932 (perhaos the most

"marriage movie" of the set? ); "Sabotage" 1936.

IMDB.COM Hitchcock plot summaries:

http://m.imdb.com/name/nm0000033/filmotype/director?ref_=m_nmfm_1

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 23 days ago 

Nicely put, Barbara. I guess it's obvious I haven't watched Wonderful Life in years. 

I'm not saying that duty to his family isn't motivating the older George, or that he & Mary didn't have "a

wonderful marriage" -- or that the business was the /only/ thing of importance to him. (This is certainly

not a "Joys of capitalism" movie.) 

Love for his family & marriage were central and motivating, but i still think there are too many external
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Posted in Suspicion and Hitchcock

Posted in Suspicion and Hitchcock

Posted in Suspicion and Hitchcock

issues to call this a "marriage movie" by our narrow definition. It's possible to outline a "single"

version:

A single person does good throughout life, despite a few disappointments. 

A crisis leads to despair -- and close to self -destruction. 

Reminders of the good done lead to redemption. 

Granted, the life in that hypothetical movie might not be AS wonderful.  :-)

Bob

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 24 days ago 

Yes, he's a gorgeous dancer -- doing that reverse-waltz step so smoothly that he even has /me/

practicing around the living room -- and hoping to run into a shy bespectacled Joan Fontaine at the

next contradance.  

Sometimes the wrong direction is right. :-)

I went back and took a look... My recollection was correct that the other dancers in the ballroom

scene are waltzing conventionally -- couples turning clockwise around each other while navigating

counter-clockwise around the room, while Johnny and Lina are turning counter-clockwise and cutting

across to the exit door... which also puts Grant in the right position to open the door without crossing

in front of Fontaine.

A friend just finished her doctorate in dance/ethnomusicology. I'll have to drop her a line and ask

whether she's taken an interest in dance/cinematography/choreography too... 

PS Thanks for the Google Books (such a great resource!) search-link into the scanned copy of  A

Companion to Alfred Hitchcock (Thomas Leitch, Leland Poague ed.) at http://is.gd/1acL4K

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 24 days ago 

Thanks for getting the thread rolling! It was fascinating to read in a Hitchcock-discussion website that

Welles was once considered for the lead in Suspicion, with a plot variation that ended quite

differently. 

(http://www.labyrinth.net.au/~muffin/suspicion_c..html)

Danger: Many spoilers for anyone who hasn't watched the film yet. 

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 24 days ago 

A "Dancing with the Stars" question:

Is my recollection right that when Grant and Fontaine waltz, they only turn counter-clockwise? 

I'm not much of a dancer, but I learned a basic waltz going in the opposite direction, with the reverse

as a special variation. (My usual dance venue is nothing formal, Viennese or fancy, just oldtime
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Posted in Suspicion and Hitchcock

Posted in Film #4: Adam's Rib (Cukor, 1949)

contradances, which generally have a waltz at the mid-evening break and another at the end.)

I haven't paid much attention to film choreography or dance cinematography, but I suspect this

choice of "rotational direction" at first has something to do with keeping the focus on this one couple

amid the rest on the Hunt Club dance floor, and keeping a particular camera angle on them when

they are dancing alone in the room.

Any movie/dance fans have light to shed?

I'm also tempted to stretch a metaphor, add a pun, and suggest that their dancing is a symbol of

Johnny "leading her in the wrong direction." 

:-)

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 24 days ago 

Luckily, a local library had the WB DVD of Suspicion, which includes a "making of" mini-documentary

"Before the Fact" -- quite informative. (Do online rentals or European editions include it?) 

The film historians (e.g., Robert Osborne, Richard Schickel) and other commenters (e.g., Peter

Bogdanovich, Pat Hitchcock O'Connell, etc.) do not reflect on Jeanine's "marriage film" angle directly,

but are full of related insights into the story, characters, cutting, closeups, lighting and other

techniques. There's also some discussion of the production code, from the relationship between

Phyllis (who dresses like a man) and Isabel (the mystery writer), to the abandoned alternate endings.

Extra bonus -- in passing, during the discussion, you get to hear Bogdanovich do casual (and not bad)

imitations of Cary Grant and Hitchcock.

At this point I've only had time to watch the documentary once and (alas) have to return it to the

library, but I may check it out again later this summer.

Also, the DVD mentions this Hitchcock website by Ken Moog: http://www.labyrinth.net.au/~muffin/ --

where you'll find more material, including discussions of the alternate endings considered for the film:

http://www.labyrinth.net.au/~muffin/suspicion_c..html

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · a month ago 

How about "Woman of the Year"?

 http://www.tcm.com/this-month/article/31487%7C0/Woman-of-the-Year.html

It's an earlier film, but it goes even further with your "independent, strong, and a force in this world"

categories, and asks the same question about the challenges of husband and homelife for the

successful woman. (OK, the "can she cook?" cliche scene is a bit much. On the other hand, his main

skill appears to be hailing taxis.)

The relationship of "professional" and "married" worlds has a similar theme to the two lawyers in

https://class.coursera.org/marriageandmovies-001/forum/thread?thread_id=181
https://class.coursera.org/marriageandmovies-001/forum/thread?thread_id=99
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Posted in Film #5: Brief Encounter (Lean, 1945) Did they or Didn't They?

Posted in Please assign Dodsworth

"Adam's Rib": If she isn't just in charge of the home, does it help or hurt that they're in the same

business?

Here, both are newspaper columnists -- her on wartime international affairs, him on sports... 

(Disclaimer:  "newspaper movies" are an obsession of mine. And both Tess and Sam are more

positive characterizations of reporters than a lot of cinema journalists that went before, "the

unpressed gentlemen of the press," as Hildy Johnson calls them in "His Girl Friday.")

"Tess Harding" is portrayed as a diplomat's daughter and second-generation feminist, which gives

us another smart woman to get to know -- her suffragist aunt, who never married, and who tells her

why she regretted that.

Speaking of newspaper reporter characters, Judy Holliday has a close encounter with one in "Born

Yesterday." No "marriage movie" here. She's been "engaged" for seven years to a thug of a corrupt

businessman out to become a political influencer. He wants her to appear more cultivated in

Washington, so he hires a college-educated newspaperman in Clark Kent glasses to tutor her --

William Holden. It's "Pygmalion" with an American accent.

http://www.tcm.com/tcmdb/title/69435/Born-Yesterday/  

(I also like this film's break from the earlier streetwise "smart aleck" reporter cliche to a college-

educated reporter. What'll they think of next? Doris Day as a journalism professor? :-)

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · a month ago 

Ah, the crossword puzzle. Even without it, the "husband lost in the newspaper" theme wanders

through a lot of 20th century popular culture. 

But I'm rather charmed by old radio shows that, instead, show husband and wife banter over the

contents of the paper, each readimg their own section... especially in the very offbeat series "Vic &

Sade." I wrote about it a bit here, with audio players for a few 15-minute

episodes: http://jheroes.com/comedies/

Speaking of addictions, an old-time-radio fan who goes by "Jimbo" has an astonishing Vic & Sade

obsession:

http://vicandsade.blogspot.com/

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · a month ago 

Thanks for mentioning TCM. Its website can be very handy, even if you don't have cable service (I

don't), especially the program notes and viewer discussions. Sometimes there are trailers and clips,

too. And if a film is not available on DVD, there's a box where you can "vote" to have it released

someday. (I wonder how often that works?!)

Here's TCM's page for Dodsworth: http://www.tcm.com/tcmdb/title/73332/Dodsworth/

While I'm at it, here's the TCM page for Vivacious Lady:
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Posted in Film #5: Brief Encounter (Lean, 1945) Did they or Didn't They?

Posted in Adaptation of Literary Classics as "Marriage Movies"?

http://www.tcm.com/tcmdb/title/94891/Vivacious-Lady/

(The schedule note at the top indicates it will be broadcast in August)

and the page for Brief Encounter... 

http://www.tcm.com/tcmdb/title/69696/Brief-Encounter/

(Note the DVD listed is a $99 "art house" collection, although the film is also available alone and

as part of another box set from Criterion, which is currently on sale for half that, "David Lean Directs

Noel Coward" (In Which We Serve, This Happy Breed, Blithe Spirit, Brief Encounter)  

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · a month ago 

http://www.salon.com/2014/05/07/nobodys_really_trying_to_get_laid_how_john_hughes_reinvented_the_tee...

Ann,

To your  "nothing of the over-glamourised  Hollywood affectations" -- I would add "and nothing over-

sexualised or over-psychologized either." Leave that to the auduence, critics & scholars. 

(while those powerful new { beautiful old} trains help tell the story of connections made and missed,

the film has no  locomotives roaring through tunnels or rocket fireworks at magical

 moments.)

the salon article  about "16 candles" linked above just arrived in my Twitter feed.  it is not a marriage

movie, but struck by this excerpt & dialogue:

"...almost every scene is a highlight. Such as:

"Sam fills out a secret sex survey (Question: “Have you ever done it?” Her reply: “I don’t think so.”)

and pauses to peek at HIM. Jake Ryan. The perfect, unattainable boy she pines for. Who is staring in

all his hotness right at her."

Did Lean artistically, creatively or cynically leave the film with an ambiguous "lady or the tiger" lack of

resolution?  I am sure I don't know. But I wish the characters in the film had a chance to fill out Sam's

survey question. they might have given the same answer.

(do schoolkids today still read "the lady or the tiger" for their first experience of developing opinions

about "what really happened?" in literature?)

http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Lady,_or_the_Tiger%3F 

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · a month ago 

Jeanine Basinger's Hollywood model of the "marriage movie" is nicely precise, but I keep wondering

whether some literary classics could be filmed in a way that would fit the category... or whether they

just had too much else going on, or amounted to a psychological character study of one member of

the couple, or are excludable for some other reason. 
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Are there any major works of literature that became, for better or for worse, "marriage movies"?

For example (links are to IMDB pages), I've added some too-brief speculation in parenthesis after

each item...:

Shakespeare's "Othello" (1952, Welles, Cloutier & MacLiammóir) or "Othello" (1965, Olivier, Smith

& Finlay), or "Othello" (1995, Fishburne, Jacob & Branagh)  (you don't need a marriage to have a

manipulation-of-jealousy plot?)

Ibsen's "A Doll's House" (Claire Bloom, Anthony Hopkins & Ralph Richardson) (too much a blackmail

story?)

Henry James' "The Portrait of a Lady" (too much time getting her married?)

Nathaniel Hawthorne's "The Scarlet Letter" (1934), or The Scarlet Letter (1995) (too extracurricular an

activity?)

Virginia Woolf's "Mrs. Dalloway" and "The Hours" (more about the women, not the full experience of

the marriages?)

I must admit right away that I do not have enough experience with any of these works to talk about

them very intelligently; in some cases I've read them long ago or at least read about them. 

But there are so many of us in this class that maybe this post will shake out a few more informed

opinions. For example, did (or could) any of the film adaptations leave out or (heavens!) add material

that would make the story more or less a Basingerian "marriage movie"?

Related: Have any of you studied in an area called "adaptation studies"? I recently discovered that it

has existed as an academic research genre for years (with journals by that name, organizations,

conferences etc.). It hasn't had a presence (at least that I knew of) on any of the campuses where I

went to school or taught, unless it was buried in an English Lit or Theatre department while I was off in

communication, journalism, music, anthropology, or playing "Zork" in the computer lab. 

:-) 

Here's my bookmark list of evidence that the field exists...

http://www.adaptationstudies.org/

http://www.adaptation.uk.com/

http://adaptation.oxfordjournals.org/

http://blogs.utas.edu.au/adapt/2012/04/18/what-is-adaptation-studies/

http://www.bloomsbury.com/us/adaptation-studies-9781441192660/

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0045251/?ref_=fn_al_tt_3
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0167235/?ref_=tt_cl_t4
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0533943/?ref_=tt_cl_t2
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0059555/?ref_=fn_al_tt_5
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0114057/?ref_=fn_al_tt_2
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0069987/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0117364/?ref_=nv_sr_1
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0025747/?ref_=fn_al_tt_5
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0114345/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0119723/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0274558/
http://www.adaptationstudies.org/
http://www.adaptation.uk.com/
http://adaptation.oxfordjournals.org/
http://blogs.utas.edu.au/adapt/2012/04/18/what-is-adaptation-studies/
http://www.bloomsbury.com/us/adaptation-studies-9781441192660/
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Posted in Are any of the movies available for download?

Posted in Third bed in bedroom in Adam's Rib / Why ?

Posted in COURSE MATERIALS? WHY DO WE HAVE TO RENT THE MOVIES?

https://www.facebook.com/associationofadaptationstudies

https://muse.jhu.edu/books/9780801891878

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · a month ago 

 I am sorry to hear that worldcat.org does not cover the UK as well as it does my area in the u.s. and

will ask an Oxford & QUB researcher friend for suggestions. 

I suspect you've tried quick Google search for "UK movie streaming" or "UK classic film downloads"

etc. and sre as overwhelmed as I am by lists like this: 

:http://www.broadbandchoices.co.uk/guides/internet/compare-film-streaming-sites

Does http://canistream.it serve UK/ Europe? I have not used the side myself but see it pop up in my

Twitter feed from time to time.

Bob in Virginia

Anonymous · a month ago 

I've wondered whether the Hollywood insistence on twin beds influenced any fashion in home

furnishings.

 Did separate beds (or separate bedrooms!) become a sign of wealth or status long before -- or after

Hollywood started featuring them?  

Were the U.S. and England different?

(I was thinking about this while watching Mr.Selfridge on PBS-TV, with an abusive "noble" husband

taking away his wife's key to her own bedroom. )

Any sociologists -of- home - furnishings and/or historians of marital behavior & customs out there?  :-)

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · a month ago 

For anyone who missed my earlier post about using worldcat to find library sources of films (or books

about them)here is a copy at my personal blog, which is it is easier for me to link to than a separate

forum post.

http://stepno.wordpress.com/2014/04/19/another-film-course-coming-up-marriage-and-the-movies/
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Posted in Film #5: Brief Encounter (Lean, 1945) Did they or Didn't They?

Posted in Q for Jeanine Basinger and other 50+ movie lovers

I did a quick worldcat search for Dodsworth and found it at four libraries within an hour's drive here in

rural southwestern Virginia... more than any of the originally assigned films!

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · a month ago 

http://www.criterion.com/films/345-brief-encounter

Sorry to not add more to the discussion (quick connection by phone), but I haven't seen anyone

mention the discussion & essays at the Criterion website. Maybe I've missed it elsewhere in the

forums.

   

Bob

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · a month ago 

Fascinating discussion. I have a cold this week and feel nonlinear.  But here are some random notes. 

Is it because I'm 60+ that I'm disappointed by most DC and Marvel comic book movies -- all of them

based on my teenage reading materials? When did big explosions (or bigness itself) get boring? Am I

just annoyed at the manifestations of product marketIng and corporate greed? 

And does that help explain my nostalgic purchases of DVDs of the even thinner Saturday cinema

serials made before I was born? (Captain Marvel and the Green Hornet were better than the 1940s

Batman serials, made with budgets that couldn't do justice to the costumes, or even attempt

a Batmobile!)

Beyond teen nostalgia, what films *do* appeal to an audience "over 50" or  to an "all ages" crowd? 

Do we want something to think about, or something to get lost in?  What kind of escape do "we all"

need? Do we want optimism in our movies, or some connection with our own past, present or future?

(What will it be, ecological disaster movies, class-warfare movies, "heartbreaking sensitivity" movies,

 or "old age can be creative and wise" movies? Any of the above, preceded by  "the lighter side

of..."?)

Voting with my wallet &/or time:

Last film I liked in a theater: "Inside Llewyn Davis."

Favorite recent TV: "The Bletchley Circle."

Last DVD purchases not for class: "The sweet smell of success," "A face in the crowd," "Mirror

Mask," "Julie & Julia" and "Slumdog Millionaire."

I *think* I see a pattern there, but it's subtle.
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Posted in Thank You Professor Basinger

Posted in Film 3: THE MARRYING KIND (Cukor, 1952)

Posted in Film 3: THE MARRYING KIND (Cukor, 1952)

:-)

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · a month ago 

Speaking of things to thank Professor Basinger for -- I recently bought what looked like a discount dvd

of "The Philadelphia Story"  and was pleasantly surprised to find her full-length audio discussion track

as an extra attraction. It's wonderful! 

 There are other dvd collections with this film. The one with Jeanine is isbn 0-7806-6418-3

Oddly, the DVD itself says "Disc 1," but there is no disc2. I assume all of the contents of an original 2

disc set are now compressed onto the one dual-layer disc -- they just kept the original "disc1" art. 

UPDATE: I later purchased the four-film TCM collection "Greatest Classic Films: Romantic Comedies"

to get "Adam's Rib" and "Woman of the Year" -- and was surprised to find that its copy of "The

Philadelphia Story" also included Jeanine's commentary track! Amazing how much they can cram on

these discs -- and quite a bargain! (The fourth film is "Bringing Up Baby," with commentary by Peter

Bogdanovich)

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · a month ago 

Please do not repost deleted links. Just because they have not damaged your computer does not

mean they are safe for all computers ( malware can be for a specific system), or legal, or within

course policies.

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · a month ago 

I see someone on staff has removed a post with a download link that  the poster admitted seemed

"barely legal." 

In addition to Wesleyan and Coursera's stated concern about possible copyright law liabilities in
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Posted in Film #1: Wild Orchids (Franklin, 1929)

Posted in Film 3: THE MARRYING KIND (Cukor, 1952)

Posted in Introductions

Posted in Thank You Professor Basinger

posting such links, unfamiliar download sites also may deliver viruses, "adware" or malware. Case in

point:

http://www.malwarejail.com/putlocker-com-malware-removal

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · a month ago 

Has anyone else seen the 1915 silent "The Cheat"? It's at archive.org and youtube, another marriage

movie with an "exotic oriental" tempting and more than threatening the leading lady. The 1915

production values are less elegant -- and no Garbo -- but an even more cautioning tale: "ladies do not

squander the Red Cross charity money on quick stock picks !!"

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · a month ago 

I did see that Amazon had used vhs versions for sale too for under $5.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/aw/d/6304329024?pc_redir=1398608033&robot_redir=1

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · a month ago 

Looks like I arrived just as you left. .. commuted from Hartford taking one course a semester in '78-79,

quit my job in late '80 to move to Middletown, plan fieldwork for '81 in Ireland. Strange twist is that

learning word processing systems while writing the anthropology thesis led to work with a wp

software company -- and another Wes master's on computers, writing & communication. 

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · a month ago 

It's great to finally have a class with Jeanine and to be "back" at Wesleyan, where I did get to help

with a film-and-music-mostly American Studies course taught by my M.A. advisor, ethnomusicologist

Mark Slobin 30-some years ago, "Ethnicity & Popular Culture." 

Come to think of it, the portrayal of motherhood, fathers and families in different ethnic groups could

be a whole other course.

I wish I still had Mark's syllabus, but I remember his using several versions of "The Jazz Singer"

and Yiddle_with_His_Fiddle (and his own research) to talk about portrayal of Jews, and "Gentleman

Jim" in the discussion of the Irish. I can't remember whether we also offered "The Quiet Man," and

wish there had been a courtship-sequel "marriage movie" so that Jeanine could include it here. 

(My main contribution as Mark's teaching assistant wasn't cinematic at all -- an extremely shy from-

the-podium discussion of references to Irish places, language and music in the Mr. Dooley newspaper

columns of Finley Peter Dunne, with a sidebar about Gaelic references in 1970s Irish folk-rock.)
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Posted in Introductions

Posted in Film 3: THE MARRYING KIND (Cukor, 1952)

Posted in Film #3: The Marrying Kind (Cukor, 1952)

Posted in Examples of Marriage Movies

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · a month ago 

Greetings from a 2x Wesalum (M.A. '83; M.A.L.S. '88) who never managed to take a live class with

Jeanine! When were you there? 

 Bob in Radford, Va.

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · a month ago 

Would a $7 DVD do the job? 

 

The "canistream.it" and instantwatchdb search engines don't offer any suggestions, alas.

 http://www.canistream.it/search/movie/4edbef40f5f807437000004d/the-marrying-kind

Amazon's price for the plain 2003 DVD (no commentary tracks, etc.) is over $30 BUT there's an 8 film

"Silver Screen Romances" set including it for under $7! 

You also might try your library for that set's name if it doesn't have the single film.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0000C23T3/

http://www.amazon.com/Romances-Cadillac-Strangers-Broadway-

Marrying/dp/B00GOC752E/ref=sr_1_2?s=movie...

And what's good for Amazon is probably good for Barnes & Noble and other sellers too. 

Disclaimer: I found my own copy of the 2003 DVD via interlibrary loan from a school an hour away, so

I haven't seen this 8 DVD set.

(Sorry for editing and updating this note several times, Coursera's "rich" editing system isn't doing a

great job with these direct links on my iPad so I've had to edit the HTML version.)

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · a month ago 

I thought his description of buying the  toy airplane was a lot like a waking-dream, when the dreamer

isn't sure which is the true reality -- especially a desirable one in which a loved one hasn't died. . ..

leaving him essentially sleep-walking into the path of that truck, and into a concussion that probably

didn't do anything for his reliability as a reporter of the events. Either way, his head needed treatment. 

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · a month ago 

"His Girl Friday" is  very special, having had a sex change from the original play and movie, "The Front

Page." ( you probably know that, but it might be news to other readers)

 I suspect its lack of "domestic" settings makes it less of a "marriage movie," but it's still a wonderful

"workplace relationship" and "remarriage" story. 
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Posted in What's your favorite movie?

Posted in Film #1: Wild Orchids (Franklin, 1929)

The sex change even keeps the character's name,  Hildy Johnson -- Hildebrand for the man,

Hildegarde for the woman.

 I've never taken the time to compare the two scripts scene by scene to see exactly what changed,

along with adding  the terrific performance by Rosalind Russell and her chemistry with Cary Grant. 

Not that Adolph Menjou and Pat O'Brien weren't a cute couple 80 years before the word

"bromance"... or Walter Matthau and Jack Lemmon in the remake. 

How did Charles Lederer, Ben Hecht &  Howard Hawks nudge the both-male editor & star-reporter

relationship convincingly into editor & star-reporter/wife?  I've never seen a definitive book about the

transition, but several"newspaper movies"books have  chapters about one or both films. 

Is it just that much of what sounds like high-speed  "married couple banter" is "rascally

newspaperman banter"?  . Is part of the magic of the original play that Walter and  the male Hildy are

already so close to the style of  "bickering ex-married couple"? 

For anyone who hasn't seen either of the two 1930s films, they are both out of copyright and in the

internet archive, archive.org

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · a month ago 

A connection glitch ate my original favorites list, which was full of "newspaper movies" I used in a

course. Here it is my old webpage for the class, which included novels and radio as well as films:

http://radford.edu/rstepno/460/jpop

I'm happy to see a few of those films on other folks' lists, including a couple where critics (a form of

newspaper job) are central-- "All About Eve" and "Arsenic & Old Lace."

While his theater-critic character barely gets out of the Brewsters' parlor in "Arsenic," Cary Grant

spent plenty of time in fictional newsrooms, most notably in "His Girl Friday," one of my all-time

favorites. (And an "I don't, but maybe I do" remarriage comedy -- impressively adapted from"The

Front Page," in which both leads a were male.)

Speaking of him and comedies with marriage, the "Topper" films

are great fun. Marriage in the afterlife included.

Anonymous · a month ago 

You're so right about the lighting changes for that exotic costume -- shadowy bedroom (sleeping

husband), full light (unromantic husband), magical moonlight (exotic/ romantic prince). Lacking color

as well as spoken dialogue, the film made masterful use of reflection from metallic or satin-finish

fabrics, mirrors, jewels,  glitter,  texture -- painting with light and shadows.  
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Posted in What's your favorite movie?

Posted in What's your favorite movie?

Posted in Film #1: Wild Orchids (Franklin, 1929)

Posted in Film #3: The Marrying Kind (Cukor, 1952)

(Her more conventional evening gowns were softer, but remarkably glittery without any rhinestone

cheapness or diamond-dripping excess, just the right amount of luxury and romance, if only the

husband would take notice! Worshipping the god Business, indeed!)

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · a month ago 

So you are "England" by marriage, or by wonderful coincidence? sounds like a movie plot...

:-)

But I don't want to mislead you. .. there's no baseball played in Meet John Doe.  Gary Cooper does

get to practice his windup and pitch a few times -- as a ballplayer hoping for an operation to put him

back into the game.

The story gets rolling when he meets a conniving woman journalist with an offer of money, really a

scheme to make other use of his ballplayer charisma. ... a very American movie with some hope amid

the darkness and a lot of wariness about the media (and the uses of charisma). 

Bob

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · a month ago 

Susan,

Have you also seen Gary Cooper as a baseball-player down on his luck in "Meet John Doe"?  Its

copyright lapsed, so it's widely available,  including archive.org

Bob

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · a month ago 

Yes... and just before the necklace, the couple's shadows on the window shade, a hint of Javanese

shadow-puppet play...  as were the tiger hunter silhouettes in the night.

I think taking Higgins' course last fall and seeing Chaplin's Modern Times and City Lights in a film

series on campus last month let me appreciate the silent film storytelling more -- especially sitting next

to a student trying to do another course's homework on her laptop during a great silent movie.

The silents really demand full attention to help you settle into their world of shadows and reflections --

more than sound and color films. I'm also glad I did not settle for a streaming video copy on a laptop.

This time I had "Wild Orchids" on a relatively large living room screen, with dimmed lights and no

distractions. I'm going to watch it one more time before I let the interlibrary loan folks have it back.

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · a month ago 
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Posted in Name on posts

Posted in Film #1: Wild Orchids (Franklin, 1929)

I agree, Kirsten... A lot of the tension in these stories comes from what each party thinks is expected

of him or her, and how well he or she thinks he or she is doing... A sociologist steeped in

http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Sociological_Theory/Role_Theory "role theory" would start trying to

categorize and quantify things: 

The husband is expected to provide:

1. Strength

2. Financial security

3. Other security

4. Etc.

The wife is expected to provide:

1. Children

2. Cooking

3. Cleaning

4. Etc.

How many would, instead, blame the ukulele? :-) Bob ( ukulele player)

Anonymous · a month ago 

Also, you might want to "sign" the anonymous posts at the end, with any made-up name you want, in

order to provide continuity for your part in a discussion that includes other anonymous students. 

The name choice also could indicate gender,which helps in some discussions.

 Demonstrating... 

 -- Clark Kent

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · a month ago 

Any classmates from "The Language of Hollywood: Sound &

Color" https://www.coursera.org/course/hollywood

want to compare the silent-film marriages in "Docks of New York"?

It could have been titled, 

"Who in her right mind would marry a sailor?"

On a "what does woman want?" or "what should she expect from marriage?" angle, the other film I

kept thinking of --and not just for the nude swim scene-- was the non-Hollywood "Extase," with its

different pitifully oblivious older husband -- wrong from the wedding night.

www.imdb.com/title/tt0022867/
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Posted in Film #2: Made for Each Other (Cromwell, 1939)

Posted in Film #2: Made for Each Other (Cromwell, 1939)

Posted in Film #2: Made for Each Other (Cromwell, 1939)

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · a month ago 

Kirsten, I agree completely. But I still want to see the "woman gets man" prequel. :-) 

 The "save the baby/save the marriage" action cascade at the end seemed designed to (among other

things) reduce the on-the-way-out-of-the-theater grumbling by men who had been dragged to this film

by wives and sweethearts.

 I really wanted to see two unmade movies: one about their whirlwind courtship in Boston... And the

dramatic story of developing and supplying that rare "serum" in a scientists-fliers-doctors movie... 

(Note, this was cutting-edge medicine. Got curious and looked it up. The first antibacterials won a

Nobel Prize the year this film came out. Penicillin was still years away from widespread use.)

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · a month ago 

Good point about the alcohol... Interesting "drinking and relationships" theme in films... the Thin Man

(alcoholism is charming for a couple, if you can keep functioning) movies, the Philadelphia Story

(alcoholic indiscretions, denial and forgiveness) and most of my cherished "newspaper films" that

almost always had one foot in a saloon, or a bottle in the desk. Hollywood had both its post-code and

post-prohibition eras, perhaps?

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · a month ago 

Sorry to be so late posting to this thread... I've read all the comments quickly and can't believe I was

the only one waiting for Jimmy Stewart to fly the serum plane himself!.  (Spirit of St. Louis 1957) OK,

so that was a lot later. But I also kept having "It's a wonderful Life" flash-forwards... And wishing I'd

seen "Vivacious Lady" (1938) and "Next Time We Love" (1936) for an even earlier Stewart husband

role (in the latter he's a newspaperman, a fetish of mine). 

It would be interesting to see the discussion of this film in a course on "Hollywood Lawyers: From

Wimp to Wizard." Or "Marriages and Professions: A Career-Guide to Choosing Your Spouse." 

So many films seem to be about the male as bread-winner and female as bread-baker (or -- more

modern-- bread-shopper). I loved the quirky, note-writing bride and wanted to get to know her better

before she disappeared into stereotype. Imagine if she'd had a texting phone... Instagram... Or

Twitter... Or a blog!

Will it be a pattern of "happily ever after" marriage movies that the wife-and-mother responsibilities

consume the women's personalities, leaving nothing but the extremes of contented smiles, anguished

tears and tears of joy over first steps and first words... And anguish again when their son marries in

haste on a trip to the wild city of Boston... Instead of staying long enough to see a troop of boys on the

Freedom Trail, get inspired to be a scout leader, and get himself appointed to a Congressional

vacancy in "Mr. Smith Goes to Washington"?

(Hard to believe how many films --10--Stewart made in 1938-1939!)
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Posted in Some examples of marriages movies

Posted in Some examples of marriages movies

Posted in Some examples of marriages movies

Posted in Some examples of marriages movies

 http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000071/?ref_=tt_cl_t1

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · a month ago 

From a "quantity, not quality" point of view, I just took a look at the American Film Institute database at

AFI.com and searched movie titles for the word "marriage," then for a few related keywords. 

Just an impulse; not serious research in any way. But here are the results, for your amusement:

"Marriage" -- 104 matches http://www.afi.com/members/catalog/BasicSearch.aspx?

s=&retailCheck=&Field=Title&SearchText=marriage&...

"Married" -- 81 matches http://www.afi.com/members/catalog/BasicSearch.aspx?

s=&retailCheck=&Field=Title&SearchText=married&S...

"Wife" -- 279 matches http://www.afi.com/members/catalog/BasicSearch.aspx?

s=&retailCheck=&Field=Title&SearchText=wife&Sear...

"Husband" -- 101 matches http://www.afi.com/members/catalog/BasicSearch.aspx?

s=&retailCheck=&Field=Title&SearchText=husband&S...

"Divorce" -- 44 matches http://www.afi.com/members/catalog/BasicSearch.aspx?

s=&retailCheck=&Field=Title&SearchText=divorce&S...

Note: "The AFI Catalog, the most authoritative filmographic database on the web, includes entries on

nearly 60,000 American feature-length and 17,000 short films produced from 1893-2011, as well as

AFI Awards Outstanding Movies of the Year from 2000 through 2010."

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · a month ago 

Somehow i have never gotten around to watching WAoVW... Read reviews at the time... Maybe at

that age I wanted a more hopeful view of marriage than I understood it to offer? Coincidentally, the

Smith College house where I believe it was filmed was on my paper route when I was in junior high.

Too bad Albee's play didn't incorporate a pesky neighborhood kid hunting nightcrawlers on the lawn

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · a month ago 

Thanks for the thoughtful discussion! What was originally a rather whimsical list may lead me to see if

the library has copies of "The Incredibles" and "The Man Who Knew Too Much" on my next visit...

although the latter may lead me to the "Doris Day" shelf, from which I might never return. :-)

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · a month ago 

H Anonymous :-)
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Posted in "It's a Wonderful Life" is a Marriage Movie

Posted in Some examples of marriages movies

Kate Johnson was the one who sent us the community teaching assistant invitations, so you might

search your mail archives for her -- with a coursera.org address, not Wesleyan. 

As for your list. .. some very interesting films even if not all  Jeanine Basinger's focus on movies where

a domestic marriage is *the thing* going on, not one of the things.

 Beat the Devil (which archive.org has for free) and Lolita are two I haven't seen anyone else mention,

but both have interesting marriages.... far from the conventional domestic plots.

BtD is perhaps the lesser movie, but has a  great cast and a couple of interesting marriages that may

be more interesting than the main "caper" story. 

As for Lolita, maybe we need a separate class on "Passion and obsession in the movies." :-)

Bob in sw Virginia

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · a month ago 

Right! At least "married to the building and loan" in this case is also being part of family and

community. It was his father's business and is such a community-builder that Capra makes it sound

like a co-op: "your money's not here, it's in Joe's house and Sam's farm... " or however Jimmy

Stewart's big speech goes. 

 But his commitment to the institution does remind me of Ethel Barrymore's line in "Deadline U.S.A "

something to the effect that the editor, Humphrey Bogart's character, "would marry the newspaper, if

it had nice legs."

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · a month ago 

Even the marketing of the film appears to agree, as

shown in the image at the right from a film trailer, via

the Nick & Nora Charles Wikipedia page. 

And then there's the dog... I see someone has a Thin-

Man-series "I Love Asta" website. I agree

wholeheartedly with a comment there:

"Audiences today can't help but envy Nick & Nora

Charles, and what's not to love?  They're fabulously

wealthy, madly in love, and seem to do whatever the

hell they want.  They sleep till noon, always have cocktails on hand, get tangled up in wonderful

adventures, and seem to have a very sexy - and very genuine - relationship."
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Posted in Examples of Marriage Movies

Posted in Introductions

Posted in Examples of Marriage Movies

Posted in Some examples of marriages movies

Posted in Some examples of marriages movies

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · a month ago 

There's so much else going on in the series -- evolving professional roles for women, office/business

culture, media/advertising culture, extra-marital social and sexual history, psychological drama about

identity construction. .. and the occasional close encounter between a lawn mower and a British

executive's foot.

But embedded in the series are, in effect, three or four "marriage movies." I wonder if a skilled video

editor could remix and assemble just marriage scenes from the first two or three seasons, and come

up with a standalone film (or two) that would meet professor Basinger's criteria. The exercise might

also be a good final project for Wesleyan's class on postmodernism!

There is so much going on with "fan fiction" in literature, I wonder whether film-production students

are already engaging in that kind of copyright-unsanctioned creative behavior? 

Henry Classier, mm

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · a month ago 

Congratulations to you & your son on sharing this multi-Wesleyan experience!  I first stepped into a

Wesleyan classroom 25 years ago and have felt connected ever since.

(And unlike the other two universities I've attended, it's not all sports hoorah and annual funds

solicitation.)

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · a month ago 

Another from Meryl Streep: "Julie & Julia" is about two marriages, cooking, and writing. Finally saw it

last month and wanted to marry both women, or at least live next door, with a window open facing

their kitchen.

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 2 months ago 

I agree. All of the films I listed have marriages in them, but marriage itself is not the main point of the

film, even in cases where the marriage seems essential to the plot. so I doubt  any would fit Jeanine's

pure marriage movie category.

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 2 months ago 

I didn't skip Othello on purpose -- I've simply never seen it! The play seemed to me more the tragedy

of a leader corrupted by a manipulative lieutenant playing on jealousy -- rather than the intimate
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Posted in Introductions

Posted in "It's a Wonderful Life" is a Marriage Movie

Posted in "It's a Wonderful Life" is a Marriage Movie

Posted in "It's a Wonderful Life" is a Marriage Movie

details of a marriage thriving or collapsing on its own. I suppose if Welles focused his adaptation on

the marriage, it could fit. 

Otherwise, Like "Citizen Kane" or Gone with the Wind," there are other things going on as well as

marriage. Could the story be retold about an unmarried Moor, tempted by Iago to some immoral act

and tragic fall over some non-marital jealousy? (A favored lieutenant? A prized possession?) it is hard,

but not impossible, to imagine. 

 But now that you mention it, "Marriage in Shakespeare" could be a whole other course, From "Mr. &

Mrs. Macbeth" and the royal histories to Taming of the Shrew... Which of them comes closest to

Jeanine's "pure marriage movie" model? Maybe that's a better question for a few weeks from now.

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 2 months ago 

Hi Sherri,

Welcome... from a 2x Wesalum and former employee. 

Are you any relation to my old friend Tom Condon at The Courant? (Which, coincidentally, I left to go

to Wesleyan!)

Bob in Virginia

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 2 months ago 

In case anyone isn't aware of this volume by our professor...

 http://www.goodreads.com/book/show/537552.The_It_s_a_Wonderful_Life_Book

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 2 months ago 

I guess you're right. Despite Mary, Zuzu and the rest of the family, this is George's story. 

His loving family is part of what makes his life wonderful, but the story hook is really the depression

over his business disaster. 

Could he be a young, unmarked savings-and-loan operator in similar straits, saved by an angel

pointing out all the non-marital good he had done? I think so. 

Even the plot device of Zuzu's petals could be a gift from a patron's child... Or his current single-

banker girlfriend, bartender or... The mind boggles.

On the other hand, it's hard to imagine a picture from that era celebrating "A Wonderful Single Life"

unless it starred Bing Crosby in a Roman collar.

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 2 months ago 
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Posted in Some examples of marriages movies

Posted in Introductions

If not "marriage movie," then what genre umbrella would "It's a Wonderful Life" fit under? (Admitting

here that I've never taken a college Film Genre survey course or read cover to cover any of the books

by that name. )

Films that people have seen too often and discussed too much to allow them to share an

umbrella?

Fantasies with angels, spirits and life's eternal questions?

Feel-good Populist vs. Bankers-and-capitalism movies?

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 2 months ago 

Haven't thought about "Close Encounters" in a long time, but your description of the couple's

relationship rings a bell. I wonder about other classic "genre" films (SciFi, horror, suspense, crime,

historical/biopic, etc) that are also about marriages, especially marriages where something goes very

wrong:

"Poltergeist"

"The Incredible Shrinking Man"

"The Incredible Shrinking Woman"

"Gaslight"

"The Shining"

"The Man Who Knew Too Much"

"The Godfather"

"The Sopranos" (TV)

Come to think of it, "Orson Welles and Marriage" might be a master's thesis for someone, if it hasn't

been already, perhaps many times over...

-- "Citizen Kane"

-- "The Magnificent Ambersons"

-- "The Stranger" 

"It's a Wonderful Life" (like Kane, has this film been watched and written about too much to be part of

our category?)

"Superhero Marriages" could be another multimedia dissertation for someone... Or a lighthearted

essay... Or a self-help best-seller... 

"The Incredibles"

"Lois and Clark" (TV series)

"The Fantastic Four"

"Mad Men" (thinking of Don Draper as a superantihero -- secret identity, power to cloud men's minds,

etc.) 

Pardon my ADHD and whimsy...

Bob in Virginia

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 2 months ago 
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Posted in Examples of Marriage Movies

Posted in Examples of Marriage Movies

Posted in Married or not? Does is matter.

Posted in Married or not? Does is matter.

Hi Glynis

Greetings from far across the Blue Ridge!

Bob in Radford,  Va.

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 2 months ago 

The marriage is certainly important in "All About Eve;" but there's so much else going on about the

women in the story that the husband seems secondary. To be a "marriage movie" should the man be

of equal weight in the story? Hmm.

I've never seen Giant, but I'm a fan of other Edna Ferber works -- ones with journalists in the plot,

including the novel "Dawn O'Hara" and the novel and movie adaptatIons of "Cimarron." 

I wonder if any literature student has analyzed "Ferber's marriages" -- interesting in part because the

author herself never married.

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 2 months ago 

I agree on all counts, especially Woman of the Year. I haven't seen for a long time, but have listened

to Tracy and Hepburn recreate their roles for a radio series. 

The shorter format was a bit of a squeeze, but the characterizations survived. I've ordered a copy of

the movie to watch... and expect to complete my article-in-progress about the radio show after we get

to T&H in this course.

 I figure this class will help me think of them more as the general roles "married couple" and

"professionals" -- the better to fine tune my more specific interest, the portrayal of journalists. Article

draft: http://jheroes.com/at-the-movies/woman-of-the-year/

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 2 months ago 

Sorry you're not still in the area! But living happily ever after elsewhere is OK too. 

:-)

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 2 months ago 

Given the five-weeks/five-hours/10-films limitations of the course, I can see the professor's need to

set boundaries. 

Coincidentally, I was just reading her book I do and I don't: A history of marriage in the movies and

saw that it takes a similar approach. She explains:
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Posted in Examples of Marriage Movies

Posted in Examples of Marriage Movies

"I am describing stars and stories and business strategies and I am not analyzing sociological and

cultural influences discussing psychoanalytical theory or the differences between the male and

the female gaze. These things are all worthwhile pursuits, but this book is an overview of how

commercial movies told the story of marriage, and how they used it to draw audiences into the

theater. ...it's a book about content rather than a formalist examination of movie aesthetics."

She contrasts her book with Stanley Cavell's Pursuits of Happiness: The Hollywood Comedy of

Remarriage

as one that focuses more on philosophical or cultural questions. I haven't read it, but maybe I will...

In any case, the discussion forums are open for tangential discussions. We had a similar situation in

"The Language of Hollywood: Sound and Color," which was focused on the relationship between

technologies and storytelling, not some other issues that came up in the forum discussions. 

For instance, I was fascinated by the cultural stereotypes, historical inaccuracies, etc., in  one

film's treatment of the region I live in. I wound up reading the novel it was based on, tracking down

related articles and films, even reminiscing about a song (and a square dance) based on the same

novel. I mentioned them a bit in the forums, then wrote more in a blog of my own.

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 2 months ago 

Most of my favorite movies involve a particular triangle: a man, a woman, and a newspaper. 

Among those, the one that seems most to fit our Marriage Movie concept is probably "Penny

Serenade," in which the husband's newspaper career -- and perhaps his "newspaperman personality

disorder," make it hard for him to be the mature, responsible, rooted & respectable husband-and-

provider that a marriage-with-children requires. But I blame the earthquake.

  

"His Girl Friday," "Deadline U.S.A.," "Between the Lines" and "The Paper" are among my favorite

"newspaper movies," and all have rocky marriages as part of the plot. But clearly getting the story

(without being thrown in jail or killed or losing the paper itself) is the main thing.

I'd be interested in hearing what the professor thinks of the role of marriage in the original 1931

"Cimarron." Take away the  "Western," "Frontier Adventure," "Historical Spectacle" angles and it's

about a marriage... and a newspaper... and the state of Oklahoma. OK, so that's a lot of competition

for the marriage. :-)

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 2 months ago 

While it's not "Hollywood," the Czech film "Ecstasy" (Ekstase) from 1933 reminds me a bit of the

older-man/younger-woman couple in "Wild Orchids." 

I wonder if its filmmaker ever talked about "Wild Orchids" as an influence? 

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0022867/
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Posted in Introductions

Posted in Introductions

Posted in Are any of the movies available for download?

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 2 months ago 

We could have a virtual alumni gathering here... :-)

I first set foot on the Wesleyan campus as a reporter for The Hartford Courant and fan of folk-music

concerts... Then returned as a part-time grad student (tuition partly paid by The Courant and a

subsequent employer) and generally kept one foot on campus studying anthropology, music, cognitive

science and computers from 1979 to 1989 (M.A. '83; M.A.L.S. '88)... when I moved to Essex to take a

magazine job working for someone I'd met in a Wesleyan class.

Amazing place!

Bob in Virginia

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 2 months ago 

True... although TV was only part of the Scandinavian class.

https://www.coursera.org/course/scanfilmtv#

https://www.coursera.org/course/hollywood#

Professor Higgins' class was similar to the first half (sound and color) of his semester course at

Wesleyan. I am hoping he will offer the second house on coursera too.... widescreen and special

effects. Or that he will base a whole new course on the book he has been writing about Hollywood

serials.

 Bob in Virginia

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 2 months ago 

International copyright law makes distributing films online a very complicated issue that I'll try to get

more guidance on. 

During "The Language of Hollywood: Sound and Color" last fall, with a very large international

audience, course staff or assistants apparently were under orders to remove links to "free" streaming-

and download sites rather than put the professor, Wesleyan or Coursera in any jeopardy for aiding-

and-abetting piracy, copyright violations, or something like that.

People do, from time to time, post clips or full-length unauthorized copies of films to YouTube, and it

sometimes takes YouTube many months to get around to responding to "take-down" requests from

owners of the copyright.  

My own solution is to buy a few films, find a few at local libraries, and order others through my

university's Inter Library Loan service... but I'm lucky to have all of those resources at hand. 

I've posted my Worldcat.org library list as a separate discussion thread, and also put a copy of it on

my personal blog -- which you can reach without logging into Coursera. 
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Posted in Married or not? Does is matter.

Posted in Lecture 01: Challenging The 'Happy Ever After' and Dementia

Posted in Our Films in Libraries and IMDB

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 2 months ago 

      I was married and divorced before I was 30 (no children) and currently fulfill the old joke that "a

bachelor's address book is full of near-Mrs."

      As a former newspaper reporter married, when I was, to another newspaper reporter, I can't help

noticing all the crossover films about conflicts between that particular profession and the institution of

marriage, from "Cimarron" (1931), "His Girl Friday" (1940) and "Deadline U.S.A." (1952) to

"Heartburn" (1986) and "The Paper" (1994).

    Actually, "His Girl Friday," "Deadline USA" and the classic "The Philadelpia Story" (1940) are also

about what you might call "the unstable divorce" or "remarriage comedy" -- with the journalist ex-

husband is trying to get his ex-wife back before she remarries. And, in Philadelphia Story, you also

have a newspaper reporter popping up as yet another new love interest, along with a newspaper

photographer who's in turn interested in him.

Walter Burns (Cary Grant) in HGF: "You've got an old fashioned idea divorce is something that

lasts forever, 'til death do us part.' Why divorce doesn't mean anything nowadays, Hildy, just a

few words mumbled over you by a judge."

Interestingly, Grant is also the divorced husband in Philadelphia Story (nominally employed by a

publisher, but more yachtsman than journalist)...  and he's the newspaperman-husband in another

"marriage movie," "Penny Serenade," which begins with the threat of divorce.  I wonder if there was a

casting profile of him somewhere that said "The kind of man a woman might have second -- or third --

thoughts about"? 

Bob in Radford, Virginia

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 2 months ago 

It's not exactly "'happily ever after' vs. 'dementia,'" but I think Jeanine had a good related phrase in

lecture 3, something about "the eternal 'kiss or kill' urge" represented in her Buster Keaton clip. 

Television marriages often seemed to be teetering on that edge, from "The Honeymooners" to "All in

the Family," as well as "The Simpsons" and its animated successors.

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 2 months ago 

In a previous course, I used the shared library catalog http://Worldcat.org to locate films from my

small college town in southwest Virginia. Billed as "the world's largest network of library content and

services," it's not only a catalog, but a pointer to libraries that have the films, at least in the U.S. 

It also has background information for many films -- cast list, a short abstract, awards, notes, DVD

special features, source (novel, author etc.) and more.
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So here is a list of this course's films, with links to Worldcat listings and to the Internet Media

DataBase.  I've put IMDB.com links on the titles themselves and worldcat links on the next line. I hope

they all work! 

Note: I've noticed that some libraries may list a few films under the titles of a box set or

series collection -- NOT under their own titles. For examples, see Brief Encounters, Adam's Rib and

Heartburn below.

Here are search links that worked for me for our 10:

1: WILD ORCHIDS (Franklin, 1929) 

http://www.worldcat.org/title/wild-orchids/oclc/417665256&referer=brief_results

2: MADE FOR EACH OTHER (Cromwell, 1939)

http://www.worldcat.org/title/made-for-each-other/oclc/56961569&referer=brief_results

3: THE MARRYING KIND (Cukor, 1952)

http://www.worldcat.org/title/marrying-kind/oclc/53278216&referer=brief_results

4: ADAM'S RIB (Cukor, 1949)

http://www.worldcat.org/title/adams-rib/oclc/44917944&referer=brief_results

also in...

http://www.worldcat.org/title/greatest-classic-films-collection-romantic-

comedies/oclc/310976949&ref...

5: BRIEF ENCOUNTER (Lean, 1945) 

http://www.worldcat.org/title/brief-encounter/oclc/76953036&referer=brief_results

http://www.worldcat.org/search?qt=hotseries&q=se%3A%2250+years+of+Janus+Films.%22

6: VIVACIOUS LADY (Stevens, 1938)

http://www.worldcat.org/title/vivacious-lady/oclc/864686963&referer=brief_results

7: SUSPICION (Hitchcock, 1941)

http://www.worldcat.org/title/suspicion/oclc/56493609&referer=brief_results

8: SINCE YOU WENT AWAY (Cromwell, 1944)

http://www.worldcat.org/title/since-you-went-away/oclc/56622243&referer=brief_results

9: HEARTBURN (Nichols, 1986)

http://www.worldcat.org/title/heartburn/oclc/55676813&referer=brief_results

(Combined with "The Hours")

http://www.worldcat.org/title/hours-heartburn/oclc/422769599&referer=brief_results

10: THE WAR OF THE ROSES (DeVito, 1989) 

http://www.worldcat.org/title/war-of-the-roses/oclc/48635396&referer=brief_results

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0020589/?ref_=fn_al_tt_3
http://www.worldcat.org/title/wild-orchids/oclc/417665256&referer=brief_results
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http://www.worldcat.org/title/made-for-each-other/oclc/56961569&referer=brief_results
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0044888/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1
http://www.worldcat.org/title/marrying-kind/oclc/53278216&referer=brief_results
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0041090/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1
http://www.worldcat.org/title/adams-rib/oclc/44917944&referer=brief_results
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Posted in Introductions

Posted in Introductions

NOTE: Partly just to see if the code was transportable, and partly so that I could get at this list from my

phone without logging into Coursera, I pasted a copy of the list to my blog here.

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 2 months ago 

Anna & Alex,

In fact, if you see Wesleyan prof Scott Higgins' coursera class "The Language of Hollywood: Sound

and Color" come around again, "The Adventures of Robin Hood" is one of the early color examples...

a wonderful film!

https://www.coursera.org/course/hollywood

Bob

Robert B Stepno COMMUNITY TA · 2 months ago 

Hi everyone!

I'm another "community TA," which just means I'm a classmate who has taken a few other Coursera

classes and who has offered to help however I can. I am taking this class for the first time -- after

having a great experience with last fall's edition of "The Language of Hollywood," taught by Professor

Basinger's Wesleyan colleague, Scott Higgins. 

I've taught journalism and Web production in a college department that called itself "Media Studies,"

but my formal academic work did not include film studies, cinema or "popular culture" courses. Like

most "Mass Communication Research" graduate programs at journalism schools, mine tended to

focus on journalism, law, history, newspapers, magazines and television -- in my case with a sideline

on computers, the Web and information science.

On my own I've been fascinated by research on the image of journalists in popular culture, already

the subject of quite a few books and articles. See http://ijpc.org for a comprehensive and a bit

obsessive exploration of the subject.  My own "portrayal of journalists" obsession became the less-

researched oldtime radio shows -- some of which were based on movies.  I talk about that cross-over

on a page of my oldtime-radio-journalists blog here: http://jheroes.com/at-the-movies/adaptations/

But don't let me distract you from the movies we're watching in this course -- although at least one of

the professor's selected films will show us an eventful marriage between a journalist and a former

journalist who moved on to, of all things, the movies! 

Bob in Radford, Virginia

https://class.coursera.org/marriageandmovies-001/forum/thread?thread_id=1
https://class.coursera.org/marriageandmovies-001/forum/thread?thread_id=1
http://stepno.wordpress.com/2014/04/19/another-film-course-coming-up-marriage-and-the-movies/
https://class.coursera.org/marriageandmovies-001/forum/profile?user_id=4076067
https://class.coursera.org/marriageandmovies-001/forum/thread?thread_id=1#comment-26
https://www.coursera.org/course/hollywood
https://class.coursera.org/marriageandmovies-001/forum/profile?user_id=4076067
https://class.coursera.org/marriageandmovies-001/forum/thread?thread_id=1#post-75
http://ijpc.org/
http://jheroes.com/at-the-movies/adaptations/

